We are SO excited to announce the launch of our new program for Ninjas in training! We’ve listened to parents over the years, and we’ve added a program that is skill based, fast-paced and geared just for little boys on energy overload!

Our Ninja training program will combine military style obstacle courses to develop strength and speed, gymnastics tumbling, and ‘Ninja’ style moves just like what you would see in a video game or in the movies!

The sport of Ninja is...
“To move uninterrupted through an environment or series of obstacles with fluidity, prowess, and stealth. To use combinations of skillful spins, rolls, flips, jumps, and kicks to elude an opponent.”

Our skill curriculum is comprised of a clever combination of gymnastics, martial-arts, break dancing and cross-training. Beyond skill our curriculum teaches:

* confidence  * being part of a group  * impulse control

For success in school, sport, and life, a child that learns to channel their impulse and energy towards a focused goal will succeed in all endeavors.

The Ninja Zone level system goes as follows: White-Yellow-Green-Blue-

New students should register for Ninja White and we will group them according to age. Ninjas with mastery of skill combinations will be placed in either yellow or green.

JOIN US IN THE AWESOMENESS!